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SUMMARY.
The present thesis deals with the absorption of solid gold and
silver in the far-ultraviolet between 1000 en 1800 A. From the
absorptioncoefficients in this region we can draw some conclusions
as to the energy-levels of the two elements in the solid state.
In addition to a short survey of the classical theory of Drude-
Lorcntz chapter I contains an abstract of the modern electronic
theory of metals based on quantummechanics. In particular the
cases of weak and smong binding, the selectionrules and the theoretic-
ally predicted shape of the absorptionbands are discussed.
Chapter II deals with the two methods of determining the optical
constants:
10. the polarimeric method;
20. the absorption- and rcflection method.
The great advantage of the latter is the fact that it can also be
used in the vacuum-ultraviolet, since we are independent of the
transparency of nicols and other optical instruments. fn the second
part of this chapter we give a concise review of the older measure-
ments concerning the optical constants of metals in the solid state.
Besides the general vacuumspectroscopic methods in chapter III
we describe the apparatus used, in our experiments. It consists of
a 2-meter vacuumspectrograph for normal incidence with a glass
gratíng of Wood containing 15000 lines to the inch. The lightsource
is a watercooled discharge tube, filled with nitrogen at a pressure
of 3 mm and driven with 0r9 Ampere ordinary alternating current
at a voltage of 3000 Volt.
The striking point of the whole apparatus is the particular form
of the slit, which enables us to sepante the 3 mm pressure of the
discharge tube and the vacuum of the spectrograph. Furthermore
we affanged so as to keep all conditions constant dwingthe exposure.
In chapter IV we give a survey of experimental details and of
the photographic photomeay we used. The photometric method
was analogous to that of Skinner and Johnston, the experimental
methods were based on those of Rathenau and Wernicke. The
conditions for the thickness of the metal-layers following from the
work of Goos have properly been taken into account. In this way
the ordinary rcflection as well as the internal reflection has been
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eliminated. ïfle made a co*ection for the scatt ercd. nd,iation andthe Schwarzschild coefficient is shown to be constant for our wholewavelength region. The thickness of the metal_layers used, was nordetermined but the curves of the ,urorpiioncoefficient K wereadapted ro rhose of Goos and Smatufa qïig. lg).
chapter v gives the extinctioncoeffi.iàni for the whore wave_length region from infrared, to the far-ulftavroler (fig. I 9 and. 20).Besides the zerc-resonance frequency r,ve find for gord tlvo otherresonance frequencies, the first at 32000 cm-1 and the second. at75000 cm-'. For silver, howev er, only one resonance frequency at40000 cm-t has been found, though ihu inrr"ase of the extincrion_coefficient on the short wavelengttrsrae points to a second reson ancefrequency not far beyond the shortesi wavelength rimit we couldreach in our experiments.
For gold the first resonance point is ascribed to the *ansitionss+p and d-+sr the second one ro the transit ion d-p,rt .  r i r . tgive rise to two absorptionmaxima near 32000 cfl-l, which canhardl_y be separated. This is in accordance with the work of Goosand Pfestorff, from which we see that the patticular shape of thefirst resonance maximum points to two resonance frequencies, oneat 32000 cm-t and the other at 26000 cnr-l. starting from this fact,we ate able to determin e the positions of the outer energy_leversof gold in the solid srare 1tig. ZZ1.
For Ag rhe second absorptiónband (d -p) ties beyond our wave_lengthlimit, which means ihat the d-elections of Ag have a muchlatger excess of bindin g energy thanthose of Aa. This is in accord_ance with the fact that silver is essentially Àonou alent and gordtrivalent.
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